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CARTEL ENFORCEMENT WITH UNCERTAINTY ABOUT COSTS
BY PETER C. CRAMTON AND THOMAS R. PALFREY1
What cartel agreements are possible when firms have private information about production costs? For private cost
uncertainty we characterize the set of cartel agreements that can be supported, recognizing incentive and participation
constraints. If defection results in either Cournot or Bertrand competition, the incentive problem in large cartels is severe
enough to prevent the cartel from achieving the monopoly outcome. However, if the cartel agreement requires less than
unanimous ratification by the member firms, then the incentive problem can be overcome in large cartels. With common
cost uncertainty, perfect collusion is possible in large cartels, regardless of the ratification rule.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Several firms are interested in forming a cartel in the hopes of improving profitability within the industry.
Although the output of every firm is jointly observed, each firm has private information about its own production
costs. For an industry with linear demand and linear production costs, we characterize the set of cartel
agreements (called enforceable cartels) that can be supported as Bayesian Nash equilibria. We assume that side
payments among firms are possible. Thus, a low-cost firm is able to bribe a high-cost firm into not producing.
The bribery, however, is complicated by the incomplete information, since the firms may have an incentive to
misrepresent their costs. A firm that is likely to have the lowest cost in the industry may be tempted to understate
the size of the industry profits by overstating its costs, whereas a firm with high costs may prefer to understate its
costs so as to overstate its willingness to produce.
This problem of explicit collusion in an industry with heterogeneous firms and private information was first
considered formally by Roberts (1983). That paper concentrated on collusion without side payments, but briefly
considered the side payment issue for the case in which there are two firms who have one of two possible
marginal costs, high or low. For that case, he derives properties of the incentive compatibility constraints
associated with a revelation game. He found that without side payments, if the firm types are sufficiently similar,
then monopoly collusion cannot be achieved, but if side payments are allowed such collusion is possible with a
dominant strategy mechanism essentially equivalent to the Vickrey (second-price) auction. In fact, it is not
difficult to show that this result is true with any number of firms as long as there are only two types.
We present an alternative and more general model of the problem of optimal explicit cartel rules with side
payments. There are two main differences between our approach and Roberts’ (1983) analysis of the problem.
The first is that we explicitly model the “threat” game, i.e., the opportunities for firms in the cartel to break the
cartel if they find the rule unsatisfactory.2 In particular, we show how these threat games can be directly
incorporated into the mathematical programming problem in the form of relatively simple individual rationality
constraints, and analyze several plausible threat games. The second main difference is that we allow for a
continuum of types. This turns out to be more than just a technical exercise, as Roberts’ result for two types does
not generalize to a continuum of types.
Explicit analysis of the threat game is important because the set of enforceable cartels depends in a crucial
way on what happens if the firms cannot agree on an allocation mechanism. These outcomes in the face of
disagreement determine each firm’s individual rationality constraint. As an illustration, it may be that if one firm
refuses to join the cartel, the cartel breaks down resulting in some form of incomplete information quantitysetting or price-setting competition between all the firms in the industry. If such competition results in Cournot or
Bertrand outcomes, this would produce relatively weak individual rationality constraints, since the cartel would
effectively be able to commit to relatively aggressive noncooperative behavior in the event one firm refuses to
participate.
Alternatively, one might consider a stronger form of individual rationality in which if one firm refuses to join,
the n – 1 remaining firms continue as a cooperative cartel so that the industry looks more like a duopoly. Clearly,
the less competitive is the behavior of the remaining n – 1 firms, the stronger the individual rationality constraint
becomes. Thus, if we instead assumed the n – 1 remaining firms adopted the joint profit maximizing outcome in
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the face of a deviating firm, then the individual rationality constraint would be more severe and the set of
enforceable cartels would be greatly reduced.
In either case, the individual rationality constraint is imposed at the interim stage, not the ex ante stage (as in
Riordan and Sappington 1987). This is more in line with a view of cartel agreements as arising between existing
heterogenous firms, than a view of cartel agreements being committed to prior to the specific realization of firms’
costs in the industry. Nevertheless, as with most of the literature on mechanism design, we do not model the
actual negotiation process through which the cartel members arrive at an incentive compatible, individually
rational agreement. At the end of the paper we discuss how explicit incorporation of information leakage during
an interim-stage process of choosing a mechanism might affect the results.
Consistent with this view of an agreement being made between a preexisting set of competing firms, is an
assumption that there is no entry. This is important because the very nature of the cartel agreements studied here
generates incentives for entry—in particular entry by firms who are very inefficient, and who will earn shares in
the cartel profits by agreeing not to produce. We return to this issue in the last section.
With complete information it is easy to sustain the monopoly outcome via an enforceable cartel—simply have
the lowest-cost firm produce the monopoly output and pay the other firms at least their Cournot or Bertrand
profits. But with incomplete information, the monopoly outcome may not be enforceable due to the firms’
incentives to misrepresent their true costs. Our main result is that when there are sufficiently many firms in the
industry, the monopoly outcome is unobtainable, even with the weak individual rationality constraint given by
our Cournot or Bertrand assumption. This result is in agreement with conventional wisdom that suggests as the
number of firms grows, it becomes increasingly difficult to maintain the cartel.
In our model, the difficulty arises as a result of asymmetric information: relatively inefficient firms, since they
are not easily identified, are able to free-ride on the profits created by the efficient firms. Simply put, with more
firms, a greater amount of surplus is needed, since both producing and nonproducing firms have to be subsidized.
We require that the aggregate subsidy cannot exceed the total (ex post) revenue generated by the cartel. With too
many firms, not enough money is generated by the cartel to go around.
Although intuitive, the result does have some bite, since aside from the incomplete information about costs,
our setting—symmetry, side payments, full information about quantities and other data, and an ability to limit
entry and commit to an allocation mechanism—tends to favor efficient cartels. Hence, even when it is possible
for the firms to establish binding agreements with side payments, the firms’ incentives to misrepresent production
costs precludes the formation of a cartel that attains the monopoly outcome.
This result, however, is sensitive to the form of uncertainty and the voting rule used to ratify the agreement. In
particular, we show that if less than unanimous consent is needed to enforce the agreement, then the incentive
problem becomes less severe as the number of firms grow. Similarly, with common cost uncertainty, the
incentive problem is less severe in large cartels. By “common” we mean that all firms have identical but unknown
cost functions and each firm has a private signal which is informative about these costs. For this case we do not
characterize the optimal mechanism in general. Instead, we find a specific mechanism which achieves the
monopoly outcome if there are enough firms. This result is established for a broad class of disagreement games,
specifically, all games which satisfy a particular uniformity property. This contrasts sharply with the results for
private cost uncertainty.
A third variation of the model that reverses our “no monopoly” result has recently been explored by
Kihlstrom and Vives (1989). They consider a model with a continuum of firms and a finite number of types;
whereas, we have a finite number of firms and a continuum of types. In their setting, they show that the monopoly
outcome is enforceable. The informational problem is less severe in their model, since there is no uncertainty
about the type of firm that should produce.
Finally, our result depends on the assumption that a firm cannot verify information about its competitors’
costs. The informational problem would be reduced to the extent that firms can verify their private information
about costs. In contrast, the literature on information sharing in oligopoly makes the opposite assumption that
private information can be verified costlessly (see for example Clarke 1983; Gal-Or 1985, 1986; Shapiro 1986;
and Vives 1984).
One might think that the occurrence of cartel agreements of the sort analyzed here would be rare, because of
anti-trust laws that make explicit collusion and side payments illegal. However, there are many industries, even
within a free-market economy such as in the United States, where explicit collusion and side payments is not only
legal but actually encouraged by the costless enforcement of cartel agreements by the government. One example
is the agricultural cartels (marketing orders) found in the market for hops, peppermint, oranges, and many other
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agricultural commodities.3 The hops market is especially interesting, since its history illustrates the difficulty
firms may have in constructing an acceptable cartel agreement due to informational limitations.4 Another
example (although not entirely sanctioned by government) is the collusion among oil companies in their bidding
for oil leases.5 Here two or more informed firms owning neighboring tracts can reap substantial profits by
colluding in their bids for nearby drainage tracts. Side payments between firms are easily camouflaged by
including them in the unitization agreements that distribute profits from jointly owned oil pools. Finally, we
might expect some degree of cartel formation involving side payments to exist in export industries with few
firms, such as precious commodity production (diamonds and platinum), or in countries specializing in the export
of a single agricultural commodity (coffee).
It should be clear from the above discussion that the problem we are studying is just a particular application
of a much larger class of allocation problems which arise when there are collective decisions to be made in the
presence of asymmetric information. Closely related problems would include efficient public good provision, and
bilateral and multilateral bargaining. Hopefully some insights from the analysis here will carry over to those
applications.
Before presenting our model, we want to emphasize that there are many alternative ways to pose the cartel
problem when there is asymmetric information. A few possibilities have been mentioned above (side payments
versus no side payments; different assumptions about what happens when the cartel falls apart—leading to
different specifications of the individual rationality-constraints; the degree to which the cartel members are
required to commit to the rules of the cartel; the form of the uncertainty; and the voting rule used to ratify an
agreement). What we have tried to do is make assumptions which are conducive to the successful formation of
efficient cartels. What we have shown is that, even within this favorable environment, if firms have private
information about costs, a cartel cannot successfully enforce the monopoly outcome when there are many firms.
We have, however, ignored dynamic aspects of cartel enforcement. A repeated game model of competition might
well expand the set of enforceable cartels; however, if costs are serially correlated, then presumably some of the
problems caused by private information in the static analysis would persist in the dynamic model.6 For example,
if each firm’s costs stay the same over time, then reputational considerations may well make it even more difficult
to elicit cost information. On the other hand, if firms discount future profits very little, then some type of folk
theorem might apply.
We begin by formulating the model and analyzing the direct revelation game (Section 2). Then in Section 3
we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a cartel to attain the monopoly outcome. Section 4 considers
whether the monopoly outcome can be enforced when less than unanimous consent is needed for ratification of
the cartel agreement. In Section 5, the example of uniform uncertainty is worked out to illustrate our more
general results. Section 6 treats the common-cost case in which each firm has a private signal about a common
industry production cost. We conclude with a discussion of some appealing extensions of our model. Proofs are
provided in the Appendix.

2.

THE REVELATION GAME

An industry consists of n firms indexed by i Î N = {1,…, n}. Each firm in the industry produces the quantity
qi of a homogeneous good and incurs linear production costs ciqi. The market price for the good depends on
industry output q = {q1, ..., qn} as given by the linear inverse demand P(q) = a – åqi.7 The output of each firm is
jointly observable, but a firm’s constant marginal cost ci is known privately. Other firms know only that the
private cost parameter of firm i is drawn independently from a continuous distribution F. which has a positive
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density f on [ c, c ] with c ≤ a . Industry information, such as the demand schedule, the form of the cost function,
and the distribution F, is common knowledge.
In deriving the set of enforceable cartels, we consider the class of direct revelation games in which firms
simultaneously report their marginal costs c = {cl,…, cn}, resulting in an allocation q(c) = {q1(c), …, qn(c)} and
r(c) = {r1(c), …, rn(c)}, where qi ³ 0 is the output of firm i and ri is firm i’s share of the industry revenues for
producing qi.8 The pair of outcome rules áq, rñ, which determine an allocation as a function of the firms’ reports,
is called a cartel. A feasible cartel satisfies the ex post budget balance constraint that the sum of the revenue
shares equals the total industry revenue:
n

∑

(B)

n

ri (c) = ρ (c) ≡ [a −

i =1

∑

n

∑ q ( c)

qi (c)]

i =1

i

for all

c ∈[c, c ]n .

i =1

A firm seeks to maximize expected profit. Ex post a firm with cost ci, producing the quantity qi, and receiving
the revenue ri has a profit of ri – ciqi. Let – i = N\i and let E– i{×} be the expectation operator with respect to c–i.
Then we can define the expected production and revenue for firm i when it announces ci by
Qi (ci ) = E −i {qi (c)}

Ri (ci ) = E −i {ri (c)},

so the firm’s expected profit is
π i (ci ) = Ri (ci ) − ci Qi (ci ) .
Incentive Compatibility. A cartel áq, rñ is incentive compatible if all types of all firms want to report their
private information truthfully:
π i ( ci ) =≥ Ri (υ ) − ci Qi (υ )

i ∈N,

for all

and

ci ,υ ∈[ c, c ] .

By the revelation principle, we lose no generality by restricting attention to incentive compatible cartels.
The assumptions of independence and risk neutrality allow us to give a convenient representation of incentive
compatibility. In particular, for any incentive compatible cartel, there is a precise relationship between the
expected revenue Ri and the expected production Qi: once q is specified both pi and Ri are determined up to a
constant.
LEMMA 1. The cartel áq, rñ is incentive compatible if and only if for every i Î N, Qi is decreasing and for all
c′, ci ∈[c, c ]
(IC)

Ri (c′ ) − Ri ( ci ) =

z

c′

ci

υdQi (υ ) .

Moreover, if áq, rñ is incentive compatible, then pi is convex and decreasing with derivative dpi/dci = – Qi almost
everywhere and for all c′, ci ∈[c, c ]
π i ( c′ ) − π i ( ci ) = −

z

c′

ci

Qi (υ ) dυ .

Individual Rationality. In order to define the set of enforceable cartels, it is necessary to specify exactly what
happens if one firm refuses to join (or defects from) the cartel. In this section, we assume that a single defection
from the proposed cartel by one of the firms leads to a complete break down of the cartel and so the industry
produces as an n-firm oligopoly with output determined by the symmetric competitive threat θ. Let pθ(ci) be the
expected firm profit under threat θ if one or more firms refuse to participate in the cartel. Similarly, define Qθ(ci)
and Rθ(ci) to be the expected quantity and revenue of firm ci under threat θ if the cartel breaks down. The
8
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functions pθ, Qθ, and Rθ are determined in the next section for both Cournot (θ = C) and Bertrand (θ = B)
competition. These functions do not depend on i due to the symmetry of the model.
The cartel áq, rñ is said to be individually rational with respect to the threat θ if all firms are better-off joining
the cartel than defecting:
π i ( ci ) ≥ π θ (ci )

for all i ∈ N

and

ci

∈[c, c ] .

A feasible cartel that is incentive compatible and individually rational is called an enforceable cartel, since the
allocation implied by an enforceable cartel is the outcome of a Bayesian Nash equilibrium. To verify if a cartel
satisfies individual rationality, it is only necessary to check whether the worst-off type of firm, i.e., the firm ci for
whom pi(ci) – pθ(ci) is minimized, prefers the cartel payoff pi(ci) to the competitive payoff pθ(ci). The following
lemma identifies the possible candidates for the worst-off type.

c$i

LEMMA 2. An incentive compatible cartel áq, rñ is individually rational if and only if for all i Î N and
∈C$ = {c, c } ∪ {c Q (c ) = Qθ (c )}
i

i

i

i

i

π i ( c$i ) ≥ π θ ( c$i ) .

(IR)

Lemma 2 states that the worst-off type of firm is either at an extreme point (c or c ) or at an interior point ci
such that the firm’s expected production under the cartel agreement is equal to the production without the cartel.
Notice that a firm’s net payoff U iθ (⋅) = π i (⋅) − π θ (⋅) is increasing whenever expected production with the cartel is
less than production without the cartel. The possibility that the individual rationality constraint may bind at an
interior cost is an unusual feature of the problem we are studying. More commonly, individual rationality
constraints enter as inequality conditions on boundary types. In contrast, when this constraint binds on an interior
type, we are able to characterize it by a first order condition stating that the binding type’s interim expected
output in the mechanism equals its interim expected output in the threat game.
We now provide a general characterization of enforceable symmetric cartels. Specifically, necessary and
sufficient conditions for a production rule q to be part of an enforceable cartel are given. The case of asymmetric
cartels is treated in Lemma 3 in the Appendix. However, because of the symmetry of our model, nothing is
gained by permitting asymmetric cartels; hence, in what follows we will restrict attention to symmetric cartels
and frequently drop the subscript i. A cartel áq, rñ is symmetric if both q and r are symmetric, so that Qi(×) =
Qj(×) ≡ Q(×) and Ri(×) = Rj(×) ≡ R(×) for all i,j Î N.
THEOREM 1. For any symmetric production rule q ³ 0, there exists a symmetric revenue rule r such that the
cartel áq, rñ is enforceable if and only if Q(×) is decreasing and for all c$ ∈{c, c } ∪ {υ |Q(υ ) = Qθ (θ )}
π (c ) +

(E')

z

Q(υ ) dυ ≥ π θ ( c$) ,

where
(R')

π (c ) =

bg

bg

1
E ρ c − cQ c +
n

z

bg bg

υF υ dQ υ .

An implication of Theorem 1 is that once q is specified, interim profit p(c) and revenue R(c) are uniquely
determined by the incentive-compatibility condition in Lemma 1, budget balance, and symmetry. Without
symmetry, arbitrary lump sum transfers can be made between firms, but this does not make it easier to satisfy
individual rationality, since we assume that the threat game is symmetric.

3.

EX POST EFFICIENCY
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A cartel áq, rñ is ex post efficient if for each vector of costs c the outcome of the agreement {q(c), r(c)} is
Pareto undominated by any alternative allocation, ignoring incentive constraints. Thus, ex post efficiency, due to
our assumption of constant returns to scale, requires that the lowest-cost firm produces the monopoly output and
the other firms produce nothing. In this section, we answer the question of whether this monopoly outcome can
be attained by an enforceable cartel. We begin by determining the monopoly outcome.
The expected quantity QM(c) that a firm with cost c will produce in a joint monopoly is simply the monopoly
output (a – c)/2 times the probability that the firm with cost c has the lowest cost, G(c) = [1 – F(c)]n – 1. Hence,
QM(c) = 1/2(a – c)G(c). Once q is fixed to be the joint monopoly outcome, the interim profits pM and revenue RM
are fixed by incentive compatibility, budget balance, and symmetry as in Theorem 1. The next lemma derives the
interim profits of an ex post efficient cartel.
LEMMA 4. In a symmetric, ex post efficient, incentive compatible cartel, the expected profit (and revenue) to
the highest-cost firm is an equal share of the expected industry profit if the second most profitable firm were to
produce its monopoly output; namely,
π M (c ) = R M (c ) =

(R)

z

c

c

bgbg

bg

1
( a − υ ) 2 ( n − 1) f υ F υ 1 − F υ
4

n−2

dυ > 0 ,

implying profits for a firm with cost c of
(πM)

π M ( c) = π M (c ) +

z

c

Q M (υ ) dυ .

c

An immediate implication of Lemma 4 is that if the threat outcome is exclusion from the industry (zero profits),
then the monopoly outcome is enforceable since it results in positive profits for all because pM( c ) > 0.
Lemma 4 suggests why it is difficult to enforce the monopoly outcome: the highest-cost firm must be paid a
substantial amount of money to report its type truthfully, even if it would not produce without the cartel. As the
number of firms grows, the amount paid to the highest-cost firm converges to an equal share of the industry
profits when the lowest-cost firm produces the monopoly output. But since all lower-cost firms must be paid
strictly more, there is not enough money to go around and still satisfy budget balance.
Intuition for why the highest-cost firm must receive an equal share of the monopoly profits when the second
lowest-cost firm produces the monopoly output can be gleaned from the auction literature.9 We can imagine that
the firms are bidding for the right to be the monopolist in the industry. If firm i has cost ci, the value of the right is
υi = (a – ci)2/4. Hence, we can interpret our model as a private value model of exchange. In an efficient
equilibrium of this private value auction, the total expected surplus is E[υ(1)] and the expected informational rent
to the winning bidder is E[υ(1) – υ(2)], where υ(k) is the kth order statistic of the n values υi. The equilibrium
outcome is for the winning bidder to receive the information rent E[υ(1) – υ(2)] and then for the remaining surplus
E[υ(2)]to be split equally among the n firms. Indeed, the monopoly mechanism can be incentive-compatibility
implemented as a first-price, sealed-bid auction in this way: each firm bids b(υi) for the right to produce as a
monopolist, the highest bidder wins the right and divides its bid equally among the others.
It now remains to check individual rationality. This requires a comparison, for each c, of the interim profit,
pM(c), from the ex post efficient cartel with the interim profit in the threat game. If pM(c) is always greater than or
equal to the interim profits of the threat game for every c ∈[ c, c ] , then the joint monopoly cartel is enforceable
relative to that threat game.
We consider and compare two alternative threat outcomes (in addition to exclusion from the industry):
Cournot competition and Bertrand competition. The production and profit from each threat are given in the next
two lemmas.
LEMMA 5. Under Cournot competition the quantity QC(c) and profit pC(c) of a firm with cost c are given by
0
if c ≥ c~
(QC)
Q C ( c) = 1 ~
2
( c − c) if c < c~
2

RS
T

9
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(pC)

π C ( c) =

RS0
T (c~ − c)
1
4

2

if c ≥ c~
if c < c~

where c~ = c if 2( a − c ) ≥ ( n − 1)[c − Ei ( c)] and otherwise c~ is defined implicitly (and uniquely) by the equation
~
(C)

z

c

2( a − c~ ) = ( n − 1) F (υ ) dυ .
c

With Bertrand competition, since output is homogeneous, only the lowest cost firm will produce, since it will
be able to undercut all other firms. We imagine the pricing game working in approximately the following way.
Each firm posts a price. After seeing all other firms’ prices, each firm can post a (lower) price if it wishes. The
procedure stops when no firm lowers its price. The lowest-priced firm satisfies demand at its final posted price.
This game is strategically similar to an English auction. Each firm will initially post its monopoly price, (a + c)/2,
and from then on meet the lowest competing price until that price falls below c.
LEMMA 6. Under Bertrand competition the quantity QB(c) and profit pB(c) are given by
(QB)

Q B (c) = ( a − c)G ( c) −

z

1 2 ( a + c)

G (υ ) dυ

c

(pB)

π B ( c) =

z

1 2 (a + c)

( a + c − 2υ )G (υ ) dυ

c

where G (υ ) = [1 − F (υ )]n −1 .
The next two theorems give a necessary and sufficient condition for the monopoly outcome to be enforceable
with either a Cournot or Bertrand threat. Simply put, the necessary and sufficient condition is that individual
rationality must be satisfied for the worst-off type. With Cournot competition, this worst-off type occurs at an
interior point c$ such that firm c$ ’s production is the same with or without the cartel. With Bertrand competition,
the worst-off type is c, since the monopoly output is less than the Bertrand output for all types of firms, and hence
a firm’s net profit UC(×) is increasing.
THEOREM 2. Under a threat of Cournot competition, the monopoly outcome can be attained by an
enforceable cartel if and only if for all c$ such that QM( c$ ) = QC( c$ ) we have
(MC)

π M (c$) ≥ π C (c$).

THEOREM 3. Under a threat of Bertrand competition, the monopoly outcome can be attained by an
enforceable cartel if and only if
(MB)

π M (c) ≥ π B (c).

In determining what happens when the number of firms increases, it perhaps makes more sense to expand
demand as n grows, so that if the number of firms doubles then industry demand doubles as well. In this case, the
inverse demand is given by P(q) = a – (1/n)åqi. It is easy to show that the effect of expanding demand as n
increases is to increase profit, revenue, and production by a factor of n, due to the linearity of costs. Moreover,
the values c$ and c~ are the same as when demand is held constant. Thus, the set of enforceable cartels remains
the same whether demand is held constant or expanded as n increases. That ex post efficiency is unattainable as n
grows is a consequence of the heightened competition among firms, rather than dividing a pie of constant size
into smaller pieces.
It has proven difficult to show in general that ex post efficiency is not obtainable with sufficiently many firms.
In order to derive the result for Cournot competition we need to show that c$ converges to c much faster than c~ .
This is difficult, since there is no explicit solution for c~ and c$ in general. We can, however, demonstrate the
result for both Cournot and Bertrand competition when costs are uniformly distributed. In addition, the next
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theorem provides a general result for the Bertrand threat, assuming the distribution F satisfies the condition
below.
DEFINITION. The distribution F is unconcentrated at c if there exists c° > c such that for all
c ∈( c, co ], F ( c) < 2( c − c) / ( a − c) .
THEOREM 4. If F is unconcentrated at c, then for sufficiently large n, the monopoly outcome is not
enforceable by the Bertrand threat.

4.

NONUNANIMOUS VOTING RULES

The standard approach to incorporating individual rationality into the mechanism design problem, and indeed
the approach we have taken in the previous sections, requires every type of all firms to receive an interim profit
from the mechanism which is no less than their profit from the threat game. This is analogous to a voting rule in
which the mechanism is required to pass unanimous interim consent, and if ratification fails, revert to some prespecified status quo competition—the threat game. In other words, nonparticipation by any member of the group
has the ability to unilaterally upset the proposed cartel agreement.
A weaker form of individual rationality emerges if the ratification procedure is not required to be unanimous,
as is the case in some government sanctioned cartels such as marketing orders, where two-thirds majority rule is
required to enforce a cartel agreement. In this section we examine the implications for mechanism design under
an α-majority rule for ratification: only a proportion α Î (0, 1] of the firms are needed to ratify the mechanisms
at the interim stage. If at least that many firms ratify the mechanism, then each firm must follow the cartel
agreement or exit the industry. The standard individual-rationality condition is of course a special case of this (α
= 1).
What we demonstrate below is that it is in fact that the unanimity requirement that constrains the cartel from
achieving the joint monopoly outcome when there are many firms. Specifically, we prove that for any
“reasonable” threat game and for any α < 1, the joint monopoly outcome can be achieved in the limit as the
number of firms becomes large. This result may appear surprising since it seems to contradict conventional
wisdom that collusion becomes more difficult when a cartel is larger. Indeed, strong confirmation of that belief
seemed to follow from the standard analysis of individual rationality constraints provided in the previous section.
It is then important to identify the source of this conflict. First, as the number of firms gets larger, there is
essentially no uncertainty about which type of firm should do the producing. Moreover, all firms except those
with costs close to c are treated essentially equally, since they are all (nearly) equally inefficient firms, in the
sense that they are asked to produce with probability close to 0—each receives approximately 1/n times the
expected monopoly profits. But a firm with cost c is treated differently, since it is surely asked to produce. In the
limit, this asymmetry induces a discontinuity in the individual rationality constraint, pM(c) ³ pθ(c), which is
violated for a c firm, but (in the limit) is not binding for firms with costs arbitrarily close to c.10 This intuition is
formalized below. Rather than specifying the exact structure of a threat game, we represent any threat game by
the interim expected profit functions induced by symmetric Bayesian equilibrium behavior of the firms under the
incentives generated by the threat game.
Let π θn (⋅) denote the interim expected profits at a symmetric equilibrium of some n-firm threat game, θn. Since
we are interested in enforcing cartels with many firms, we consider sequences of threat games. Such a sequence is
∞
denoted (θ n ) n=
2 . Fixing θ, we define the following:
DEFINITION. A threat sequence, θ, is uniformly nonmonopolistic if there exists ε > 0 and N > 1, such that for
all n > N. and for all υ > c, n[π θn (υ )] + ε < [(a − c) / 2]2 .
In other words, a uniformly nonmonopolistic threat sequence has the property that, except possibly for the
lowest cost firm, the profit of every type is uniformly bounded away from an equal share of the highest possible
(full information) cartel profits, which arise if the monopolistic production costs are c. This is a very weak
condition, and is satisfied by virtually any market organization except joint monopoly itself. For example, this
condition is satisfied by the threat sequence defined by n-firm Cournot quantity for all n.
10

Our limiting result can be criticized on the grounds that individual rationality is violated for precisely the firm that is doing all the
production. One might imagine that such a firm should have a greater voice in the ratification process.
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Given a feasible cartel, áq, rñ, and a threat sequence θ, denote by Vn(áq, rñ, θn), the Veto set, which is the
subset of [ c, c ] for which the interim expected profits from participation in the n-firm cartel is less than the
interim expected profits under θn.
This set of firm types would not ratify the cartel mechanism áq, rñ at the interim stage.
DEFINITION. A mechanism áq, rñ is α-individually rational under threat θ if there exists δ > 0 and N such that
for all n > N,

z

dF (c) < (1 − α ) − δ .

Vn ( 〈 q ,r 〉 ,θ n )

LEMMA 7. If áq, rñ is α-individually rational under θ, then the probability that at least nα of the firms have
costs lying outside Vn(áq, rñ, θn) approaches 1 as n → ∞; that is, the probability of ratification by α-majority rule
goes to 1 as n → ∞.
THEOREM 5. If θ is uniformly nonmonopolistic then the ex post efficient cartel rule is α-individually rational
under threat θ for all α < 1.
An assumption implicit in the above analysis is that the threat payoffs are unaffected by the voting process
itself. One can make an argument that the payoffs of the threat game are not appropriately modelled as interim
expected profits since firms will have an opportunity to make inferences about the other firms as a result of the
voting outcome. This information may then be used to update their prior beliefs about the other firms. These new
beliefs produce what could be called post-interim threats, which in general could depend upon the entire vector
of costs. Nonetheless, at the voting stage, the firms do not yet know the voting outcome, so one may simply
interpret our interim threat θ as the (interim) expectation of the post-interim threats. We return to this issue in the
concluding section.

5.

AN EXAMPLE WITH UNIFORM COSTS

Suppose that a = 1 and the firms’ costs are uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. From Lemma 4, the joint
monopoly profit pM(c) is given by
n −1
(1 − c) n +1
π M ( c) =
+
,
(pM')
4(n + 1)(n + 2) 2( n + 1)
since
π M (1) =

z

1

0

and

z

c

c

1
(n − 1)υ (1 − υ ) n dυ
4

Q M (υ ) dυ =

z

1

c

=

1
(1 − υ ) n dυ
2

n −1
,
4( n + 1)(n + 2)
=

(1 − c) n +1
.
2( n + 1)
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TABLE 1
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS WITH a

= 1 AND F(υ) = υ

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

∞

c$
c~

.21995
.82843

.15371
.66667

.10290
.52241

.06629
.40000

.04132
.30044

.02505
.22222

.01484
.16242

0
0

Outcome
Monopoly
Cournot
Bertrand

.33333
.34315
.66536

.40000
.44444
.79844

.44444
.54582
.88715

Ex Ante Industry Quantity
.47059
.48485
.64000
.72212
.93934
.96780

.49231
.79012
.98269

.49612
.84417
.99031

.5
1
1

Outcome
Monopoly
Cournot
Bertrand

.12500
.09476
.16634

.16667
.09877
.13307

.20000
.09505
.08872

Ex Ante Industry Profit
.22222
.23529
.08533
.07232
.05219
.02846

.24242
.05853
.01489

.24615
.04570
.00762

.25
0
0

Threat
Cournot
Bertrand

.01476
–.0417

.01052
–.1125

n times Net Payoff of Monopoly Cartel for Worst-Off Type
–.02916
–.10273
–.19566
–.29242
–.1782
–.2157
–.2335
–.2420

–.38252
–.2460

–.75
–.25

Threat
Cournot
Bertrand

1.00000
.79370

1.00000
.86006

Proportion of Firms Who Prefer Monopoly Cartel to Threat
.85005
.83898
.86744
.89909
.91867
.95730
.97839
.98917

.92461
.99458

1
1

n

~
To determine the Cournot outcome we must first calculate c~ and c$ . Substituting F (υ ) = υ , (C ) can be written as

z

c~

2(1 − c~) = ( n − 1) υdυ ,
0

which implies that c~ = 2( n + 1) . In addition, for an ex post efficient cartel, QM(υ) = 1(1 – υ)n, so that c$ is found
by finding the first positive root of the equation (1 − c$ ) n = c~ − c$. By substituting these values into (MC), we get
that the monopoly outcome is enforceable (unanimously) with a Cournot threat if and only if
(MC')

(1 − c$ ) n +1 1 ~
n −1
+
≥ 4 ( c − c$ ) 2 ,
4(n + 1)(n + 2)
2( n + 1)

where c~ = 2( n + 1) and c$ is the first positive root of (1 − c$ ) n = c~ − c$.
For Bertrand competition, the interim production is
Q B (c) = (1 − c) n −

z

1 (1+ c )
2

(1 − υ ) n −1 dυ = β (1 − c) n

c

where β = 1 – (1/n)(1 – 2–n). A similar calculation yields pB(c) = β/(n + 1). Hence, by substituting into (MB), we
get that the monopoly outcome can be unanimously enforced with a Bertrand threat if and only if
(MB')

3
β
≥
.
4(n + 2) n + 1

Table 1 presents numerical calculations for several n. Of particular interest are the last four rows in the table,
which indicate the net benefit to the worst-off type from the monopoly cartel and the proportion of firms that
prefer the monopoly cartel to the threat game. We can see that if unanimous consent is needed, then with a
Bertrand threat the monopoly outcome is never enforceable, whereas with a Cournot threat the monopoly
outcome is enforceable if and only if n £ 5. In either case, however, the vast majority of firms prefer the
monopoly outcome to the threat game, so that even with α fairly close to 1, the monopoly outcome is
enforceable. Observe that as n increases the proportion of firms that prefer the monopoly outcome converges to
1, illustrating Theorem 5. In contrast to this, note from the table that the worst-off type is increasingly worse off
as the number of firms becomes large. This suggests that the “optimal” enforceable cartel probably does not
approximate the ex post efficient (joint monopoly) solution when n is large. We have been unable to prove this
conjecture. The example with costs uniform on [c, 1] where c Î [0, 1) is easy to analyze as well, but this change
has no effect, other than a simple resealing, due to the fact that linearity is preserved.
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6.

ENFORCEABLE CARTELS WITH COMMON VALUE UNCERTAINTY

Sections 2 through 5 presented results for a private value model in which firm types (costs) are independent.
This section presents a related analysis for the case in which firms have a common (but uncertain) cost, c, and
each receives a signal, si, about the cost. While the basic approach is quite similar, the problem facing the cartel
is much different, and much easier in at least one important respect. In particular, to achieve the joint monopoly
outcome it is no longer necessary for the cartel to identify the most efficient firm, since all firms are equally
efficient. The only uncertainty is how much to produce in aggregate, so the cartel has an extra degree of freedom:
how to share production. Since total industry profits are independent of the individual allocation of production
levels, it may be possible to generate effective side payments simply by altering the assigned production
allocations.
As before, we may think of a cartel as a pair of functions áq(×), r(×)ñ that maps each vector of firm types into
a vector of revenue shares and output assignments, respectively. It is feasible if the sum of the revenue shares
never exceed the total cartel revenues. However, because of the information structure, a firm’s expected profit is
not quite so easy to represent. Denote
Qi (c, si ) = E −i {qi ( s−i , si ) c}
Ri (c, si ) = E −i {ri ( s−i , si ) c}.

Then, if the “true” cost equals c, and a firm receives signal si, we have
(IC)

U i (c, si ) = Ri ( c, si ) − cQi (c, si ).

Expecting over c, after conditioning on si gives
(IC')

U i ( si ) = Ri ( si ) − Ec {cQi ( c, si ) si }

where U i ( si ) = Ec {U i ( c, si ) si } and Ri ( si ) = Ec {Ri (c, si ) si }. At this point we encounter some difficulty since (IC')
apparently does not produce a single “envelope” characterization of incentive compatibility, like the one obtained
for the private values model in Lemma 1. A sufficient (but not necessary) condition for incentive compatibility
can be obtained as in Lemma 1 by applying the usual techniques to (IC), for each realization of c, but this is not
particularly useful.
Thus the revelation principle approach appears to have limited usefulness in this context, at least for the
purpose of characterizing mechanisms.11 Fortunately, this problem contains sufficient structure so that we can
still establish several interesting results relating to the question of enforcing the joint monopoly solution, without
deriving a condition analogous to (E). In particular, we provide a set of assumptions about the threat game which
is sufficient to guarantee the ability of large cartels to successfully attain the monopoly solution. This contrasts
sharply with the results for private costs.
To establish this result, we examine a simple cartel rule which is incentive compatible. We then specify
conditions on the threat game such that the cartel rule will also be individually rational. The mechanism is the
simplest imaginable one, which we call equal-share information pooling. Each firm is asked to report si. This
determines an optimal (monopoly) aggregate cartel production level qM(s1, ..., sn). Each firm is then required to
produce an equal share of this amount, and retains the revenues from selling the output it produces. Notice that
this mechanism does not involve side payments. We claim that for a wide variety of threat games, this cartel rule
works for sufficiently large cartels. We present an example which demonstrates that it can fail for small cartels,
and explain how the mechanism may need to be embellished when there are few firms.
The information structure is the following. The marginal cost of production c ∈ C = [ c, c ] is the same for all
firms, but is unknown at the time production takes place. Given c, each firm observes a signal si which is an
independent draw from a common distribution, conditional on c, denoted F(si|c). We assume that signals take on
11

A similar problem is encountered in pure exchange settings (e.g. auctions) with common value uncertainty. In some of those settings,
there has been progress characterizing optimal mechanisms with correlated information, such as by Cremer and McLean (1988). Myerson’s
(1981) analysis includes the special form of dependent values called “revision effects,” which allows him to use reduced form auction
analysis. McAfee and Reny (1988) characterize optimal mechanisms in an environment where the full information first best solution can be
approximately achieved.
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values in the unit interval and, for all c Î C, F(0|c) = 0, F(1|c) = 1 and F is continuous and strictly increasing on
[0, 1]. To complete the notation, let H(c) be the marginal distribution on C and G(c|si) be the conditional
distribution of c, given an observation si Î [0, 1].
As before, rather than specifying the exact structure of a threat game, θ, we represent the threat game by the
output functions induced by symmetric Bayesian equilibrium behavior of the firms. Each threat game θ with n
firms induces an interim profit function π θn (⋅) which depends on a firm’s signal and an ex post output decision
qnθ (⋅) which depends on the vector of signals.

We say that equal share information pooling is enforceable relative to threat θ if for sufficiently large n it is
incentive compatible and individually rational relative to θ for all si. Since it is trivially incentive compatible for
all n, we need only prove that it is individually rational for all types when n is sufficiently large. Fixing θ, we
adopt the following notation
π~ ( s, c) = [a − c − qnθ ( s)]qnθ ( s) / n
π n (t ) =

zz z
z

π M (t ) =

c

1

1

c

0

0

for s ∈[ 0,1]n ,

K π~ in (t , si , c) dF ( s1 c)KdF ( si −1 c) ⋅ dF ( si +1 c)KdF ( sn c)dG ( c t )

c

for all t ∈[0,1]

[max{0,(a − c) / 2}]2 dG ( c t )

c

M n (ε , t ) = {s ∈[ 0,1] π n ( s) ≥επ n (t )}

πn = n

c ∈C

zz
c

1

c

0

for ε > 0,

t ∈[0,1]

π n ( t ) dF ( t c) dH (c).

Thus, π~ n = (⋅,⋅) is the ex post profit to a firm under θ as a function of the true cost and any vector of signals;
n
π~ n = (⋅) is the interim expected profit to a firm under θ as a function of that firm’s signal; M (ε, t) is the set of firm

types whose interim profits exceed ε times the interim profit of a type t firm; π n is the ex ante aggregate expected
profits of the group of firms under θ; pM(t) is a bit more difficult to interpret, but it is the interim expected profits
of a monopolist who has observed signal t Î [0, 1], but who is permitted to produce after observing cost. For
large n, this will approximate n times the interim cartel profits of a type t firm under the equal share information
pooling mechanism.
DEFINITION. A threat θ is uniformly competitive if
lim π n = 0

n →∞

and for all t Î [0, 1] there exists ε, γ > 0 such that for all c and n

z

M n ( ε ,t )

dF ( si c) > γ .

The first part of this definition requires that aggregate ex ante profits under θ converge to 0. The second part of
the definition requires that if some firm is earning positive profits under θ then a nontrivial set of other firms is
also earning positive profits. Furthermore, as n gets large, this set of other firms grows at a rate on the order n.
THEOREM 6. If θ is uniformly competitive, then equal-share information pooling is an enforceable cartel.
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We illustrate the above result with the following example. Let θ be the interim Cournot quantity game. Let
there be two equally-likely possible costs C = {0, 3} with h(0) = 1/2, h(3) = 1/2. Let a = 1, and let the conditional
density of signals be given by
f ( si c = 0) =

RS δ if
T2 − δ if

si < 1 / 2
si ≥ 1 / 2

f ( si c = 3) =

|RS δ
T|2 − δ
2

2

if

si < 1 / 2

if

si ≥ 1 / 2,

where δ Î (0, 1) is a small positive number. Therefore for small δ, low signals are rare, quite optimistic, and
highly informative, whereas high signals are common, mildly pessimistic, and uninformative.
With two firms it can be shown that for small δ, the following is an equilibrium:

R|
S|
T

(1 + δ ) − 3δ
q 2 ( si ) = 2(1 + δ ) + δ (1 + δ 2 ) / 2
0

if

si < 1 / 2

if

si ≥ 1 / 2.

In the limit as δ → 0. since completely uninformed firms would produce 0, a low-signal firm is able to act as a
monopolist in the low-cost state and produces 1/2. Its expected profit is approximately 1/4. It is not individually
rational for a low signal type to participate in the equal share information pooling cartel, since such a firm would
have to part with (almost) half of its (almost) monopoly profit.
With n firms, the unique equilibrium is

R|
S|
T

(1 + δ ) − 3δ
q n ( si ) = 2(1 + δ ) + (n − 1)δ (1 + δ 2 ) / 2
0

if si < 1 / 2
if si ≥ 1 / 2.

Expected profit equals (qn)2 which converges to 0 on the order of n2, so npn(t) → 0 for all t. Expected cartel
profits for a low-signal firm converges to (1/4)/(1 + δ) > 0. Expected cartel profits for a high-signal firm
converge to (1/4)(2 – δ)/(4 – δ – δ2) > 0.
It is interesting to note that, while the equal sharing rule does not work for small n, a rule in which one’s share
is an explicit function of the vector of reported signals is individually rational and incentive compatible in this
example, at least for small n. Under this rule, firms who submit a low signal are asked to produce a large
proportion of the output. In particular, the share equals 0 if a firm submits a high signal and 1/k otherwise, where
k is the number of firms submitting a low signal. This suggests that the ability for a cartel to enforce the joint
monopoly solution with only common value uncertainty is even more general than we have established here,
where we have limited attention to mechanisms in which shares are independent of reports.
We have presented a simple model of cartel enforcement in an effort to determine how uncertainty about costs
might limit the power of a cartel to enforce desirable outcomes. Several strong assumptions have been made in
order to keep the analysis manageable. In this section, we discuss the effects of alternative assumptions.
No Side-Payments. If side payments are not allowed, then the revenue rule must equal the actual revenue for
each firm: ri(c) = [a – åqi(c)]qi(c). With this restriction, the set of enforceable cartels is greatly diminished.
Roberts (1983, 1985) has explored this problem and has shown that typically with private cost uncertainty the
monopoly outcome is not attainable, since every firm has an incentive to understate its cost, so as to increase its
expected production. However, with common cost uncertainty, our results for the equal-share information
pooling rule continue to hold.
Entry. We have exogenously fixed the number of firms. But since high-cost firms earn a substantial profit
from participating in the cartel, there is an incentive for new firms to enter the industry simply to collect the bribe
not to produce. If the industry is unable to prevent entry, then it is critical that a mechanism that discourages
entry be adopted: profits to high-cost firms must be less than the cost of entry. In our problem this implies that
the highest cost firm must earn 0 profits in the mechanism. Such a constraint on the mechanism avoids the freerider problem, but also implies (due to Lemma 4) that the monopoly outcome is unattainable whenever entry
costs are low, even under α-majority rule.
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A similar problem is addressed in the context of collusion in a private value auction by McAfee and
McMillan (1987) who show that, with free entry, the best colluding bidders can do for all to bid the seller’s
reserve price, implying a random allocation of the good. This would be analogous in our model to the cartel
randomly awarding monopoly rights to one firm. However, this does not satisfy individual rationality, for either
the Cournot or the Bertrand threat in our model with two firms and costs uniformly distributed. In that case, in
contrast a random selection of a monopolist gives a c = 0 type an expected profit of 1/8. The Cournot threat
yields interim profits of
[1 + 2.5] – 2 > .125
for a c = 0 type; the Bertrand threat yields an interim profit of 5/24 > 1/8. Therefore, the random selection
process is not individually rational relative to either of these threats. It is an open question, even for the special
case of duopoly with uniform costs what the best incentive compatible individually rational cartel agreement is
that does not provide adverse entry incentives.
Learning from Disagreement. Suppose that before reporting costs each firm simultaneously votes for or
against the proposed cartel áq, rñ. Under α-majority rule, if the cartel is not approved by αn firms, then the threat
outcome θ results. In deriving the threat θ, we have assumed that nothing is learned from the voting process,
since the threat payoffs are determined using the prior beliefs. Alternatively, one might suppose that firms make
inferences in the face of disagreement. In particular, it seems plausible that if a firm votes against the cartel, it did
so because it gained the least from participation. Since we have shown that low-cost firms benefit the least from
cartel coordination, cartel members should associate negative votes with low-cost firms. The effect of these
inferences on behavior in the threat game depends upon whether the costs are private or common.
Consider for example the Cournot threat game. In the private costs model, inferences from an observation that
some firm has voted against the cartel rule would have the effect of reducing everyone else’s output in the threat
game, since they expect high output from the disagreeing firm. The net effect, then, is to weaken the threat of
disagreement, and therefore to reduce the set of enforceable cartels. This leads us to conjecture that if the
monopoly outcome is not enforceable with a passive inference from disagreement, it is still not enforceable when
learning is allowed.
In the common costs model, inferences are likely to have the opposite effect. Here, the worst off types will be
the ones with optimistic signals. If firms infer that anyone voting against the cartel has an optimistic signal, then
they will respond by expanding their output, since it is likely that the true cost is lower than they had originally
estimated. This more aggressive response in the face of a negative vote makes the threat game relatively less
attractive to any type. Thus in the common values case, we would conjecture that the monopoly outcome will still
be enforceable with learning from disagreement, whenever it is enforceable with passive inference.
Learning from disagreement is only an issue if the behavior (and hence the payoffs) in the threat game are
influenced by the inferences, as is true in the Cournot threat game. Other threat games, such as our (ex post)
Bertrand threat or exclusion from the industry (zero profits), yield outcomes that are not affected by beliefs, so
that inferences do not alter the individual rationality constraints. A more general and detailed analysis of learning
from disagreement is found in Cramton and Palfrey (1989).
Increasing Costs or Risk Aversion. With increasing costs or risk aversion, the characterization result in
Theorem 1 becomes much more difficult, since linearity is lost. Some insights into analyzing this more complex
problem may be gleaned from the literature on auction design with risk averse bidders, for example Maskin and
Riley (1984). An advantage of the increasing cost model is that ex post efficiency may demand that more than
one firm produce in the industry.
Regulated Cartel. The objective of a cartel in this paper is to maximize producer surplus. If instead the cartel
is formed and regulated by the government, then it seems likely that both producer and consumer surplus would
be given positive weight in the objective function. An analysis of this problem would extend the work of Baron
and Myerson (1982) from one to several firms.
Ex Ante Efficient Cartels. For the private cost model we were able to characterize under what circumstances
an enforceable cartel can achieve the monopoly outcome, but when the monopoly outcome is not attainable, how
much collusion is possible? Moreover, what cartel rules generate the largest industry profits? These questions
may be particularly interesting to examine in the context of few firms. In the case of many firms, we conjectured
that the ex ante efficient enforceable cartel is often bounded strictly away from the joint monopoly cartel. The
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example in Table 1 suggests this, as the threat game becomes progressively more attractive to the worst off type
relative to the joint monopoly solution when the number of firms gets large.
Yale School of Management, U.S.A.
California Institute of Technology, U.S.A.

APPENDIX
PROOFS

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Only if. If áq, rñ is incentive compatible, then
π i ( ci ) = Ri (ci ) − ci Qi ( ci ) ≥ Ri (υ ) − ci Qi (υ ),

or equivalently
π i ( ci ) ≥ π i (υ ) − ( ci − υ ) Qi (υ ),

implying that pi has a supporting hyperplane at υ with slope – Qi(υ) £ 0. Thus, pi is convex and has derivative
dpi/dci = – Qi almost everywhere. Also, Qi must be decreasing, and
π i ( c′ ) − π i ( ci ) = −

z

c′

ci

υdQi (υ ).

(We use the Stieltjes integral throughout this paper, so that any discontinuities in the expected production
function Qi are accounted for in the integral.) By integration by parts,

z

c′

ci

Qi (υ )dυ = c′Qi ( c′ ) − ci Qi ( ci ) −

z

c′

ci

υdQi (υ ),

which together with the definition of pi yields (IC).
If. Subtracting the identity
ci [Qi (c′ ) − Qi ( ci )] = ci

z

from (IC) results in
Ri (c′) = Ri (ci ) − ci Qi ( c′ ) + ci Qi (ci ) =

c′

ci

dQi ( ci ) dci

z

c′

ci

(υ − ci )dQi ( ci ) ≤ 0,

where the inequality follows because the integrand is nonpositive for all ci and υ ∈[ ci , c ] , since Qi is decreasing.
Rearranging the terms on the left-hand side yields
Ri (ci ) − ciQi (ci ) ≥ Ri (c′) − ci Q(c′),

€

which is incentive compatibility.

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. It is necessary and sufficient to check individual rationality at costs which minimize a
firm’s net payoff U iθ (ci ) = π i ( ci ) − π θ ( ci ), since if individual rationality is satisfied for the worst-off types of
firms it is satisfied for all types. The continuity of both pi and pθ implies that Uiθ (ci ) has a minimum over
ci ∈[c, c ] . Taking the derivative of U iθ (ci ) with respect to ci and applying from Lemma 1 that dπ i / dci = − Qi and
dπ θ / dci = − Qθ almost everywhere yields the first-order necessary condition for an interior minimum:12
$
( C)
12

Qi (c$i ) = Qθ (c$i ).
To simplify notation, we assume that both Qi and Qθ are continuous.
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€
The worst-off type must either be at an extreme point (c or c ) or at an interior point satisfying ( C$ ) .
The following result, not stated in the body of the paper, is a more general version of Theorem 1, which
applies to asymmetric as well as symmetric production rules. If production rules are symmetric, then it reduces to
Theorem 1.
LEMMA 3. For any production rule q ³ 0, there exists a revenue rule r such that the cartel áq, rñ is
enforceable if and only if Qi(×) is decreasing and for all c$ ∈C$
i

n

L
N

∑ M Ri (c ) − c Qi (c ) +

(E)

i =1

z

c

c$i

i

Qi (υ ) dυ

OP ≥ ∑ π
Q
n

θ

i =1

( c$i )

where
n

n

∑ Ri (c ) = E[ ρ (c)] + ∑

(R)

i =1

z

c

i =1 c

υF (υ )dQi (υ ).

PROOF. Only if. Suppose áq, rñ is incentive compatible and individually rational. Then from Lemma 1, for any
c' and ci
Ri (c′ ) = Ri ( ci ) −

z

ci

c′

υdQi (υ ).

Integrating over all types in [ c, c ] yields

zz
zz
z
c

Ei {Ri ( c′ )} = Ri (ci ) −

= Ri ( ci ) +

= Ri ( ci ) +

ci

c ′= c υ = c ′

c

c

υ = ci c ′=υ
c

ci

υdQi (υ ) dF ( c′ )

dF ( c′ )υdQi (υ ) −

[1 − F (υ )]υdQi (υ ) −

z

zz
ci

υ

υ = c c ′= c

dF ( c′ )υdQi (υ )

ci

c

F (υ )υdQi (υ ).

where the second line follows from changing the order of integration. Budget balance requires that
n

∑ r ( c) = ρ ( c)

for all c ∈[ c, c ]n ,

i

i =1

so we have
n

∑

R| r (c)U| = E[ρ(c)] .
S|∑ V|
T
W
n

Ei {Ri (c′ )} = E

i =1

i

i =1

Therefore, summing over all firms yields
n

(T)

∑
i =1

n

Ri ( ci ) = E[ ρ (c)] +

L

∑ MN
i =1

z

ci

c

F (υ )υdQi (υ ) −

z

c

ci

OP
Q

[1 − F (υ )]υdQi (υ ) .

Evaluating (T) at ci = c results in (R). Integrating (IC) by parts and letting c′ = c and c′ = c$i yields
$
(T)

Ri (c$i ) = Ri ( c ) − c Qi ( c ) + c$i Qi ( c$i ) +

From Lemma 2, Ri (c$i ) − c$i Qi ( c$i ) ≥ π θ (c$i ), which implies

z

c

c$i

Qi (υ ) dυ .
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n

∑

n

[ Ri ( c$i ) − c$i Qi (c$i )] ≥

i =1

∑π

θ

(c$i ).

i =1

$ into the expression above yields (E).
Substituting (T)
If. The proof is by construction. Let
ri (c) = ti + ρ i (c) +

where
ρ i ( c) =

z

cj

c

υdQi (υ ) −

1
n −1

LM
MN

1
1
ρ ( c) − E−i [ ρ (c)] +
n
n −1

∑
j ≠i

∑

z

cj

c

υdQ j (υ ),

OP
PQ

E − j [ ρ ( c)] .

j ≠i

Then ∑ ρ i (c) = ρ (c) and E−i [ ρ i ( c)] = E [ ρ ( c)]. After changing the order of integration,
1
n

Ri (ci ) = ti +

1
E[ ρ (c)] +
n

z

ci

z

1
∑
n − 1 j ≠i

υdQi (υ ) −

c

c

[1 − F (υ )]υdQ j (υ ),

c

so Lemma 1 guarantees that áq, rñ is incentive compatible. Finally, we have individual rationality if and only if
Ri (c$i ) − c$i Qi ( c$i ) ≥ π θ ( c$i ) by Lemma 2. Budget balance requires ∑ ri (c) = ρ (c), which implies ∑ ti = 0. Our
hypothesis is that (E) is satisfied, which is equivalent to

∑[ Ri (c$i ) − c$i Qi (c$i )] ≥ ∑ π θ (c$i );
hence, if we let
ti =

1 n
∑ Ri (c$i ) −
n i =1

z

c$i

υdQi (υ ) +

c

1 n
∑
n − 1 i =1

z

c

[1 − F (υ )]υdQ j (υ ),

c

then Ri (c$i ) = 1 / nΣRi ( c$i ) ≥ π θ ( c$i ) + c$i Qi ( c$i ).

„

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Given that Qi(×) = Qj(×) ≡ Q(×) for all i, j Î N, it immediately follows from Lemma 3
that (E') and (R') are equivalent to (E) and (R) of Theorem 1.
„

z

PROOF OF LEMMA 4. From Theorem 1, symmetry implies:
R M (c ) =

For the monopoly mechanism, we have
1
1
E [ ρ ( c)] =
n
n

and

z

z

1
E [ ρ ( c)] +
n

c

c

1 (a
4

υF (υ ) dQ M (υ ).

c

− υ )(a + υ ) nf (υ )[1 − F (υ )]n −1 dυ ,

c

c

υF (υ )dQ M (υ ) = υF (υ ) dQ M (υ ) −

c

= 0−

z

c
c

c

Collecting terms gives,

c

z

c

[ F (υ ) + υf (υ )]QM (υ ) dυ

c

[ F (υ ) + υf (υ )] 21 (a − υ )[1 − F (υ )]n −1 dυ .

CARTEL ENFORCEMENT

R M (c ) =

z
z

c

[ 41 (a − υ )(a + υ ) f (υ ) − [ F (υ ) + υf (υ )] 21 ( a − υ )][1 − F (υ )]n −1 dυ ,

c

and so

c

R M (c ) =

( R ′′ )

18

1
(a
4

− υ ) 2 f (υ )[1 − F (υ )]n −1 dυ −

c

z

c
1
(a
2

− υ ) F (υ )[1 − F (υ )]n −1 dυ .

c

Next, integrating the second term by parts yields

z
z
z
c

1
(a
2

− υ ) F (υ )[1 − F (υ )]n −1 dυ = − 14 ( a − υ ) 2 F (υ )[1 − F (υ )]n −1 cc

c

c

+

1
(a
4

− υ ) 2 [ f (υ )[1 − F (υ )]n −1 − f (υ ) F (υ )(n − 1)[1 − F (υ )]n − 2 ]dυ

1
(a
4

− υ ) 2 f (υ )[1 − F (υ )]n −1 dυ −

c

c

=

c

z

c
1
(a
4

− υ ) 2 f (υ ) F (υ )(n − 1) ⋅ [1 − F (υ )]n − 2 ]dυ .

c

Substituting this back into (R”), we get ( R ) . This is an equal share of the expected industry profit if the second
lowest cost firm produces the monopoly output, since n( n − 1) f (υ ) F (υ )[1 − F (υ )]n − 2 is the density of the secondorder statistic.
„
PROOF OF LEMMA 5. In the Cournot game, firm i seeks to maximize its expected profit given the output
decisions of the other firms. Firm i’s profit pC(ci) is given by
(pC')

π C ( ci ) = (c − ci − Qi )Qi

where c = a − ( n − 1) Q and Q is the expected value of Qi. Taking the derivative of the profit function with respect
to Qi yields the first-order condition
Qi = 21 ( c − ci ).

Checking the boundary conditions we see that firm i’s output is given by

R|
S|
T

0
if ci ≥ c~
Qi = QC ( ci ) = 1 ~
( c − ci ) if ci < c~.
2

Substituting Qi into (pC') yields (pC). Moreover,
Q = E ( Qi ) =

1
2

z

c

c

( c~ − υ ) dF (υ ) =

1
2

z

c

F (υ ) dυ .

c

Substituting Q into the definition of c yields the implicit condition ( C ) for c , which determines a unique c~
since the left-hand side of ( C ) is strictly decreasing, the right-hand side is strictly increasing, and the left-hand
side is greater than the right-hand side at c~ = c , and the left-hand side is less than the right-hand side at c if and
only if 2( a − c ) ≥ ( n − 1)[c − E ( c)].
„
PROOF OF LEMMA 6. Let cl be the lowest cost among the n firms and let cs be the second-lowest cost. Under
Bertrand competition price falls to the second lowest cost, cs, or the monopoly price of the lowest-cost firm,
1(a+cl), whichever is less.
Thus, firm i’s ex post production is
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qiB

R|
if c > c
0
|
if c = c
(c ) = Sa − c
|| 1
|T 2 (a − c ) if c = c
i

s

i

i

l

i

l

i

l

1
and cs ≤ (a + cl )
2
1
and cs > (a + cl ).
2

Firm i has the lowest cost if the cost of each of the other n – 1 firms is greater than ci, so

RS
T

UV
W

Pr min c j > ci = [1 − F ( ci )]n −1 ≡ G ( ci ).
i≠ j

The interim production for firm i is then found by integrating over the possible costs of the second-lowest cost
firm:
Q B (ci ) = −

z

1/ 2 ( a + ci )

ci

Performing the integration (by parts) results in
Q B (ci ) = a G ( ci ) − G

d ba + c gi + υG(υ )
1
2

i

z
z

( a − υ ) dG (υ ) −

1/ 2 ( a + ci )
ci

−

c

1/ 2 ( a + ci )

1
(a
2

− ci ) dG (υ ).

1/ 2 ( a + ci )

G (υ ) dυ + 21 (a − ci )G ( 21 (a + ci )),

ci

„

which after simplifying yields (QB). Similar calculations lead to (pB).

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. With the monopoly outcome and a Cournot threat, (MC) is equivalent to (E'), since
Q ( c ) = 0 . Hence, Theorem 2 is equivalent to Theorem 1, except that individual rationality is only checked at
the interior point c$ . It suffices to show that individual rationality cannot be violated at either extreme point c or
M

c . Lemma 4 implies that individual rationality is not violated for firm c , since π M (c ) > π C ( c ) . Since
Q M ( c) = 21 (a − c) and QC ( c) = 21 ( c − c), Q M ( c) > QC (c) so the firm’s net payoff UC(×) is decreasing at c. Thus, c

„

is not the worst-off type.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. With the monopoly outcome and a Bertrand threat, (MB) is equivalent to (E’)
evaluated at c. Hence, it suffices to show that the worst-off type of firm is c. A firm’s net payoff UB(×) is
increasing if and only if QM(ci) £ QB(ci); that is,
1
(a
2

− ci ) G (ci ) ≤ (a − ci )G ( ci ) −

z

1/ 2 ( a + ci )

G (υ ) dυ ,

ci

or equivalently,
1
(a
2

− ci ) ≥

z

1/ 2 ( a + ci )

ci

G (υ )
dυ .
G ( ci )

But this inequality is always satisfied, since G(υ)/G(ci) £ 1 for all υ ³ ci. Therefore, UB(×) is everywhere
increasing, so the worst-off type must be c.
„
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PROOF OF THEOREM 4. From Lemma 4,

z

R M (c ) =

c
1
(a
4

− υ ) 2 ( n − 1) f (υ ) F (υ )[1 − F (υ )]n − 2 dυ

c

FG
H

1 a−c
n 2

=

z

and

IJ
K

z

2

−

c

c

c

Q M (υ )dυ =

c

where Gn (υ ) = [1 − F (υ )]n . Hence,

z

R M (c ) +

c

Q M (υ ) dυ =
=

z

n −1 (υ )

n

OPdυ ,
Q

c

− υ ) Gn −1 (υ )dυ ,

1
(a
2

FG
H

1 a−c
n 2

FG a − c IJ
H 2 K

where gn (υ ) = nf (υ )[1 − F (υ )]n −1 . In addition,
γ

z

LM 1 G (υ ) + F (υ )G
Nn

c

c

π B ( c) =

− υ)

1
(a
2

2(γ − υ ) Gn −1 (υ ) dυ =

c

IJ
K

2

+

2

n −1
n

−

FG a − c IJ
H 2 K

n −1
n

2

−

z

γ

c

z

z

F a − υ I G (υ )dυ
GH 2 JK
F a − υ I g (υ )dυ ,
GH 2 JK
c

n

c

c

c

2

n

LM a − υ − υ − c OP g
N 2 2 Q
2

n −1 (υ ) dυ ,

where γ = (a + c)/2. Therefore, from Theorem 3, the monopoly outcome is not enforceable with the Bertrand
threat if and only if

z
z

or equivalently

c

c

which holds if

n −1
n

z

c

c

FG a − υ IJ
H 2 K

2

gn (υ ) dυ >

z

γ

c

FG a − υ IJ [1 − F (υ )]g
H 2 K

>

FG a − υ IJ [1 − F (υ )]g
H 2 K

n −1 (υ ) dυ >

2

n −1 (υ ) dυ

γ

c

LM a − υ − υ − c OP g
N 2 2 Q
2

z
z

γ

c

2

γ

c

LM a − υ − υ − c OP g
N 2 2 Q
2

LM a − υ − υ − c OP g
N 2 2 Q

z

c

FG a − υ IJ [1 − F (υ )]g
H 2 K
2

n −1 (υ ) dυ

z

>

γ

c

FG a − υ IJ
H 2 K

2

gn −1 (υ )dυ −

z

γ

c

or equivalently

z

γ

c

FG a − υ IJ
H 2 K

2

F (υ ) gn −1 (υ ) dυ −

FG υ − c IJ FG 2a + c − 3υ IJ g
H 2 KH 2 K

n −1 (υ ) dυ ,

z

γ

c

n −1 (υ ) dυ ,

2

Since a − υ > υ − c > 0 for υ ∈[ c,γ ] the last inequality holds if and only if
γ

n −1 (υ ) dυ ,

FG υ − c IJ FG 2a + c − 3υ IJ g
H 2 KH 2 K

n −1 (υ ) dυ ,

n −1 (υ ) dυ .
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which holds for large n if for υ sufficiently close to c,

FG a − υ IJ
H 2 K

(D)
To see this, let

D(υ ) =

2

F (υ ) <

FG a − υ IJ
H 2 K

FG υ − c IJ FG 2a + c − 3υ IJ .
H 2 KH 2 K

2

F (υ ) −

FG υ − c IJ FG 2a + c − 3υ IJ .
H 2 KH 2 K

The condition (D) amounts to saying that there exists c0 > c such that for all υ Î (c, c0], D(υ) < 0. Denote
ε ≡ minυ ∈[ c 0 / 2 ,c 0 ] D(υ ) and let M ≡ maxυ ∈( c 0 ,γ ) D(υ ) . Then

z

γ

D(υ ) gn −1 (υ ) dυ

c

=

z
z
z

c0 / 2

D(υ ) gn −1 (υ ) dυ +

c

<

c0 / 2

z

c0

c0 / 2

D(υ ) gn −1 (υ ) dυ +

z

γ

c0

D(υ ) gn −1 (υ ) dυ ,

D(υ ) gn −1 (υ )dυ − ε ([1 − F ( c0 / 2)]n −1 − [1 − F ( c0 )]n −1 ) + M [1 − F (c0 )]n −1

c

=

FG
H

c0 / 2

D(υ ) gn −1 (υ ) dυ − ([1 − F ( c0 / 2)]n −1 − [1 − F ( c0 )]n −1 )

c

⋅ ε−M

1
[(1 − F ( c0 / 2)) / (1 − F ( co ))]n −1 − 1

IJ
K

< 0 for large n, since F(c0/2) < F(c0) implies that
lim

n →∞ [(1 −

1
= 0.
F ( c0 / 2)) / (1 − F (co ))]n −1 − 1

A sufficient condition for (D) to hold is that F is unconcentrated at c, since for υ sufficiently close to c
F (υ ) <

2(υ − c) (υ − c)(2a + c − 3υ )
<
,
a−c
(a − υ )2

where the second inequality follows from routine calculation.
PROOF OF LEMMA 7. Trivial.

„
„

PROOF OF THEOREM 5. From Lemma 4, the interim profit of the c firm from participation in the ex post
efficient cartel, nπ nM (c ), equals the expected profit of the cartel if the second most efficient firm were to produce
its monopoly outcome and all other firms were to produce nothing. This converges in the limit to [(a – c)/2]2.
This is true as well for all other firms with costs less than c but greater than c. But if θ is uniformly
nonmonopolistic, then for any fixed α, ε, and δ, there is a sufficiently large N such that for all n > N the expected
θ
proportion of firms for which
+ ε [(a − c) / 2]2
α) – , so the optimal cartel rule is α
individually rational under θ

„

T
6. We need to show that for large n,
θ for all
t [0, 1]. First, note that p (t
qn t) = 0 for all , so the cartel is individually rational for
these firms. Therefore, suppose that M( ) > 0. With information pooling, the interim joint monopoly profits,
P

CARTEL ENFORCEMENT

conditional on s

pM t). Therefore, individual rationality will be satisfied for if, for sufficiently large

n, limn→∞ nπ ( t ) < π M ( t ).
n

We next show that the left-hand side of this inequality converges to 0 if θ is uniformly competitive. From
definitions,
πn = n

zz
zz
z z
c

1

π n ( s) dF ( s|c)dH ( c)

c

0

c

≥n

π n ( s)dF ( s|c) dH (c)

c

M n ( ε ,t )

c

≥n

επ n ( t )

dF ( s|c) dH (c)

M n ( ε ,t )

c

≥ nεγπ n (t ).

Hence, nπ n ( t ) < π n / εγ for all n. Therefore, by (q1)
lim nπ n ( t ) = 0.

n →∞

„
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